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INTRODUCTION
Subdivision regulations tell a story. This story is, perhaps, not the best bedtime reading. It is, however, a
story about what a substantial part of your town is going to look like someday. Reread your subdivision
regulations. Is this the story you want to tell? Is this the future you want for your town?
The problem is, the regulations do make horribly boring reading, and so we often ignore them. Besides, we
all reason, in many rural communities, especially in the Highlands, there is so little subdivision development
that towns can often get away with ignoring the regulations. Once a development is proposed, however, it
is too late to change the regulations. The old regulations will govern how a project gets developed, or more
likely give a developer almost free reign.
The Massachusetts Subdivision Control Law can seem both empowering and frustratingly weak. Although
many municipal officials focus on how weak it is, most developers in the Commonwealth tell a different
story, a story about how powerful a local subdivision regulation can be in shaping what a project looks like.
Subdivision regulations cannot stop approval-not-required (ANR) projects. Subdivision regulations cannot
require public parks. Subdivision regulations cannot change what a private development looks like. Zoning
can do all of that, but that is a different story.
Subdivision regulations do determine what the public realm will look like. Will roads preserve community
character? Will road layout make fire fighting and snow removal easier and make a town look like a
subdivision anywhere USA? Will subdivisions reduce or increase municipal burdens? Will subdivisions
make housing more expensive? This is the story that Planning Boards must decide and write for
themselves.

Without proper planning and updated regulations, subdivisions may dramatically alter the rural character of the Highlands.

Along the way, non-technical people will have to understand some technical issues. For example, fire
ponds are not just about fighting fires. They are also about what your community look likes, what level of
safety you want, and what kind of housing you are going to see. These are not issues that can be left just to
the engineering or legal community to decide.
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This manual is not designed to create cut and paste subdivision regulations that look the same in every
community or even in every Highland Community. There are too many local decisions that have to be
made by the Planning Boards in those towns. These regulations are designed to help Planning Board’s
understand the issues and get ideas and tools for putting new regulations together.
The good news is that revising subdivision regulations is easy. The Planning Board writes the regulations,
advertises and holds a public hearing, and then the Planning Board (not town meeting, not the selectmen)
adopt the regulations. The revised regulations must be certified by the municipal clerk and be recorded with
the Planning Board, the municipal clerk, and the Registry of Deeds and Recorder of Land Court.
If your Planning Board is revising your subdivision regulations for the first time in many years and is not
ready for a comprehensive rewrite, focus on a few strategic areas. Road width, road grades, and dead-end
or cul-de-sac length may be most critical to help define what your community will look like. Submission
requirements and construction monitoring may be most important to make sure the town gets what it wants
when it approves a subdivision. After that, it is all important. Just keep plugging away. After all, because
Town Meeting approval is not required, the Planning Board can easily make changes a little at a time.
L egal B asis

Subdivision authority comes from Massachusetts General Law Chapter 41, Sections 81K to 81GG. The
Planning Board, and not Town Meeting, the Selectboard or public works departments, have the sole
authority to adopt and amend local subdivision control regulations after a publicly-posted public hearing.
Upon adoption of revised regulations, a copy of those regulations must be filed with the county Registry of
Deeds, the county office of Land Court, and the town or city clerk.
A pplicability to C ommonwealth C apitA l

Commonwealth Capital is a voluntary rating system to score communities’ sustainable development and
smart growth efforts. Although a voluntary program, communities need a score, and often a good score, to
receive funding for many different state grant programs.
None of the criteria are specifically tied to subdivision regulations. Subdivision regulations, however, can
improve scores. More rigorous stormwater standards within public drinking water supply areas, limited
impact development provisions, bonuses for cluster subdivisions, granting waivers for projects which use
existing infrastructure and affordable housing, for example, can all help improve the scores. Communities
implementing zoning and planning changes to improve their “smart growth” efforts and their Commonwealth
Capital scores should consider corresponding changes to their subdivision regulations.
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SUBDIVISION REGULATION ELEMENTS
Sample subdivision regulation language is included for each section below in smaller italicized font
with this green background. This language is not meant to be a model but simply one or more ways to
illustrate an approach.

1.

A pplication P rocess A nd S ubmittal R e q uirements

W aivers

Under state law, the Planning Board may grant a
waiver for any aspect of a project, whether or not
the waiver option is in the subdivision regulations.
Generally, subdivision standards must function like
a cookbook—if an applicant follows the cookbook
they must be granted approval. When a waiver is
requested, however, everything is on the table for
negotiation, within the limits of good faith and not
being arbitrary and capricious. It is much easier,
and fairer to everyone, if you set a standard for
situations where a waiver may be granted.

Waivers may be given conditioned on inclusion of open
space, parks, or other neighborhood amenities.

Assume that many, if not most, developers want to be absolutely sure that a project will be approved
and will not request waivers. You should make sure that your community will be happy with the design
of a project you will get without waivers and not require what you don’t want just to get leverage when a
developer requests waivers.
The rules should be clear: unless a written waiver is granted, the project must comply with town regulations.
If the town accidentally endorses plans that don’t agree with town regulations, the developer must abide
by those regulations despite what is on the plan unless the town specifically granted a waiver of those
regulations.
A subdivision approved and endorsed by the Planning Board must comply with all the rules and regulations for the subdivision
of land unless a specific waiver is granted.
The Planning Board may, in special and appropriate cases, waive strict compliance with such portions of these Rules
and Regulations, as provided for in M.G.L. Chapter 41, Section 81-R, where such action is in the public interest and not
inconsistent with the purpose and intent of the Subdivision Control Law. Waivers are only granted for projects which provide, in
the sole opinion of the Planning Board, clear and significant improvements to the quality of a project compared with a project
which meets the minimum of the subdivision regulations.
Limited waivers may be granted when appropriate to encourage development which is in keeping with the character of
traditional neighborhood development design, similar to that of existing historic town and village centers and outlined in
the “Traditional Neighborhood Development” publication by Institute for Traffic Engineers (ITE) or in other publications
on traditional neighborhood design or new urbanism, to encourage a permanent pool of affordable housing, or to create
significantly more permanently protected open space than required by zoning or to…__________________________.

{ Fill in the blank: permanently protected open space, bike paths, public access, affordable housing, granite
curbs, playgrounds, whatever is appropriate in the context of what you are trying to achieve.}
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A request for a waiver of a requirement, rule, or regulation shall be made in writing by the applicant, and submitted, whenever
feasible, with the submission of the Preliminary Plan. If the Planning Board approves the request for a waiver, it shall endorse
conditions of such waiver (if any) on the plan or set them forth in a separate instrument attached to and referenced to the plan,
which shall be deemed a part of the plan. The Planning Board shall notify the applicant in writing of its approval, disapproval,
or approval with conditions.
A subdivision approved and endorsed by the Planning Board must still comply with all rules and regulations for the subdivision
of land, unless a specific waiver is granted, regardless of what is shown on the endorsed plan.
S ubmittal R e q uirements

Some communities organize submittal requirements as a separate section and some incorporate all of the
information into each appropriate section (e.g., ANRs, preliminary plans, and definitive plans).
Digital submissions will make a community’s transition to a digital world much easier. Even communities
who do not keep records in digital formal, even those who are sure that they will never go digital, probably
will within a few years. Communities who do not keep Assessors’ maps in digital format will find that almost
any consultant who is hired to update their maps will use digital systems. Requiring records be filed digitally
will lower costs in the long run. Most communities that require electronic submissions require them only
for the final definitive plan
that gets endorsed, for
ANR plans and for as-built,
or record plans. Some
communities require these
for all stages of the project
to make sharing information
with the public and archiving
easier.
In January 2006, MassGIS,
the state geographic
information system agency,
created a standard for digital
submissions of geographic
data to municipalities. The
model subdivision language
below uses the MassGIS
standards at “Level I,” which
is for communities with little
or no GIS and is the easiest
standard for surveyors.
Communities that are further
along should consider
requiring Level II or Level III,
at least for large projects,
but this requires that the
community or its regional
planning agency be able to
provide some base data to
surveyors.

This summary of Level I standards for submittals is from MassGIS, such standards
ensure that data are easily transferable to digital systems should the need arise
sometime in the future, even if digital systems are not currently used.
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All filings for any action under these regulations must be accompanied by both paper copies and electronic copies. Electronic
copies must be in accordance with the current version of the “MassGIS Standard for Digital Plan Submission to Municipalities”
meeting the requirements for Level I submission standards. Electronic copies must be submitted on a CD-ROM and must be
accompanied by the completed checklist required in the MassGIS standard.

2 . A pproval - N ot- R e q uired P lans ( anr / F orm a )
Communities can require applicants to meet reasonable submittal requirements to allow proper review of
plans. This could include requiring that:
•

All ANR plans be marked something to the effect of “endorsement of plan by the Planning Board 		
does not imply that this site complies with zoning or any town by-laws or ordinances.”

•

Plans show all property lines if the Planning Board is to make any statement that enough frontage 		
and lot size remains for a lot to conform to zoning

3 . P reliminary S ubdivision P lans
The rules should give an applicant an idea of how the Planning Board approaches preliminary plans. Even
though a preliminary plan is not required by state law, most communities want to encourage a dialogue with
the developer early in the process (see Fee Section below for a suggestion on creating financial incentives
to submit a preliminary plan). Some communities use preliminary plans as mini-definitive plans and want
to review all of the issues. Other communities use preliminary plans as an opportunity for a big picture
overview of how a proposed subdivision is going to look (number of lots and general type of project).

Preliminary Plan
Overview: A Preliminary Plan
of a residential subdivision may
be submitted by the applicant to the Board of Health
and to the Planning Board for discussion and approval
by the Planning Board. Preliminary Plans are required for non-residential
subdivisions and must be submitted by the applicant to the Board of Health
and to the Planning Board for discussion and approval by the Planning Board. The submission
of such a Preliminary Plan will enable the subdivider, the Planning Board and other municipal
agencies to discuss and clarify the problems of such subdivision before a Definitive Plan is prepared. The degree of review
and effectiveness of a Planning Board’s comments shall be in direct proportion to the accuracy and amount of information
provided by the applicant on the Preliminary Plan.
The Planning Board will not approve plans until issues relating to road layout, road alignment, intersections with existing
streets, vehicular and non-vehicular connections to adjoining properties, and general project issues have been satisfactorily
addressed. Other strictly engineering issues, such as detailed drainage, water and sewer engineering, may be addressed
at the definitive stage. If the applicant does not provide engineering analysis at the preliminary stage, however, the Planning
Board will not be able to provide feedback and any approval is based on the applicant being able to satisfactorily address
these issues at the Definitive Plan stage.
The centerline of the proposed roadway and all property lot lines shall be adequately and accurately staked or flagged on the
site sufficient for identification by the Planning Board members and their agents.
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Submission requirements should specify exactly what a community is looking for in a plan. It is reasonable
for a Planning Board to ask for any information necessary for the review during the subdivision review
process. The subdivision regulations must be clear enough to ensure that consultants understand what the
community wants before they ever have a discussion with the Planning Board.
A lternative approaches to subdivision

If the community allows multiple approaches to how land can be developed, and especially if the
community wants to encourage one of these approaches, the preliminary plan stage is an opportunity to
ensure that a developer gives a good faith analysis of that approach.
Alternatives Assessment: For residential subdivisions, when a developer is not proposing an Open Space Residential
Development (Cluster), then the Preliminary Plan submission shall include at least three (3) alternative concepts for
developing the parcel(s). Said alternative concepts shall include at least:
- one concept showing the parcel developed in accordance with the zoning cluster requirements
- one concept showing the parcel developed in accordance with the zoning flag lot requirements
- one concept showing the project as a condominium project on a master deed

Including alternative development proposals provides
important information for discussing the pros and cons
of the different designs. Typical alternatives contrast
the conventional approach with plans that provide
more housing density on part of the site while setting
aside other areas as open space.
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R eview P rocedure

State law does not require public hearings for subdivision plans. Many communities choose not to have
public hearings because they are not required. If a community commits to holding a public hearing in
their subdivision regulations this then becomes a binding commitment. On the other hand, communities
that decide to hold a public hearing at the preliminary plan stage, under the theory that it is much better
for everyone involved to get comments earlier in the design process when developers are more open to
hearing comments, benefit from the process.
D isclaimer

Some communities include a disclaimer of what a preliminary plan approval is.
Approval of the Preliminary Plan by the Planning Board does not constitute approval of a subdivision, but does facilitate the
procedure in securing approval of the Definitive Plan. In addition, such approval does not in any way authorize the owner to
proceed with construction of roadways and/or other work in the subdivision.

4 . D efinitive S ubdivision P lans
Definitive plans are the final “construction” plans. The plans show exactly what is going to be constructed.
The concept phase is over at this stage and the plans must include detailed construction plans.
To set performance bonds (see section on performance guarantees on page 27), the town will need to
know the cost of construction.
The applicant has submitted a detailed cost estimate for all construction within the proposed roadway layout and any public
utility easements, certified by the project’s Registered Professional Engineer. Said estimate shall be based on current edition
of Massachusetts Highway Department’s “Standard Specifications for Highways and Bridges”, and shall include:
- Quantity, unit price and total amount for each construction item
- Total amount for cost of completion of project.
- Costs adjusted to account for municipal prevailing wages rates
- Costs adjusted to add a 25% inflation/safety factor
- Engineering inspection, materials testing, legal and other soft costs.

Proper review by all of the municipal boards is dependent upon the thoroughness and detail of the
plans submitted by the applicant. In addition to the more routine submission requirements, the Planning
Board may specify any of the following:
- A sketch plan showing a possible prospective street layout for any adjacent un-subdivided land owned or controlled by
the owner or applicant of the subdivision and also showing topography, unless such a plan has already been submitted to
the Planning Board.
- All plans must be accompanied by a digital CAD File. After final approval by the Planning Board a digital CAD file in both
model and paper space must be submitted to the Planning Board.
- Names, addresses and plan location of all subdivision property owners, applicants, immediate abutters, abutters within
200 feet of any portion of the subdivision, and abutters separated from the subdivision only by a street.
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- Existing and proposed lines of streets, lots, rights-of-way, easements, and any public or common areas within the
subdivision. (The proposed names of proposed streets shall be shown in pencil until they have been approved by the
Planning Board.) The purpose of easements shall be indicated.
- Location, names and present widths of streets bounding, approaching, or within reasonable proximity of the subdivision.
- Location of wetlands, perennial and intermittent streams, certified vernal pools, potential vernal pools (as identified on
maps prepared by MassGIS), certified and potential vernal pool upland habitat areas, waterways and water bodies within
and adjacent to the subdivision.
- Major site features, such as existing stone walls, fences, buildings, trees with a BDH of eight inches or greater within
100 feet of the proposed roadway, rock ridges and ledge, swamps, flood plains as identified on the Federal Insurance
Rate Maps and other flood plains identified by a professional engineer, historic features, and wooded areas on and within
100 feet of the proposed subdivision. The plan shall identify which of the above shall remain undisturbed.
- Using metes and bounds and standard surveying, including lengths, bearings, and curve data to determine the exact
location, direction and length of every street and way line, easement, lot line and boundary line, and to establish these
lines on the ground. All surveys must tie to the Massachusetts State Plane coordinate System (NAD 1983 Datum), using
said published control points or the global positioning system.
- All easements which will be granted to the municipality must be clearly shown on the subdivision plans and their
purpose shall be clearly stated. In addition, the applicant shall submit easement documents, suitable for recording,
deeding said easements to the municipality, if acceptable to the municipality, or to a homeowner’s association. All
municipal or private water and sewer utilities easements shall be a minimum of thirty (30) feet in width. Utilities shall be
located as close as possible to the center line of the easement.
- All master deeds, restrictive covenants, deed restrictions, deeds for shared land, detention pond, open space, and
recreation areas, and homeowners association documents. A homeowners association must be established to maintain
streets and infrastructure until and unless the streets are accepted by the municipality.
- Location of all permanent monuments and control points identified as to whether existing or proposed, and identified
according to the Massachusetts State Plane coordinate system (NAD 1983 Datum). At least two permanent concrete
or granite monuments must be placed on site and shown in the plans prior to construction. Bounds are required at
all intersections of street lines, angle points and changes of curvature of street lines. All control points shall be tied
to and employ NAVD 1988 AND the Massachusetts State Plane Coordinate System (NAD 1983 Horizontal Datum),
with horizontal control using said published control points or the global positioning system (with horizontal coordinates
provided in metric). Vertical benchmarks separate from horizontal control points may be provided, provided these points
are also tied to permanent concrete or granite monuments.
- Boundary lines, areas in square feet, and dimensions of all proposed lots, with all lots designated numerically and in
sequence.

Water features and hydrologic patterns
such as wetlands, ponds, and streams,
are shown on a map to highlight
limitations to developing a site.
Surface elevation contour lines provide
a guide to flow of both surface waters
and groundwater.
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The town needs to understand other measures to preserve surface and water quality, especially sewage
disposal and treatment and erosion control issues. Although sewage disposal and treatment is primarily a
Board of Health issue, on-site sewage disposal affects the land use patterns in areas without sewage, and
potentially can affect ground and surface water.
- A plan and a report providing details of sewage disposal and treatment systems, including the results of all percolation and
soil tests for individual lots and/or for any community or shared system, and any water supplies and wells within 200’ of the
property line. The report shall include all information required under the Department of Environmental Protection’s Title 5
regulations and local health and septic regulations, if any. A registered Professional Engineer or sanitarian must stamp the
plans and the results.
- An erosion and sedimentation control plan designed to ensure, mitigate and prevent erosion/sedimentation of disturbed areas
during and after construction activities. The plan shall show, in detail, what and when such measures will be implemented, on
both a temporary and permanent basis, including land disturbances for house construction.
- A separate plan showing where a storm drainage line, or any type of drainage structure discharges within 200 feet of a brook,
stream, or drainage area, a profile will be shown of the brook, stream, or drainage area to determine condition, and proposed
method of stabilization.
- A separate plan showing street layout, horizontal scale 1” = 40’, for each street in the subdivision showing exterior lines,
roadway lines, partial lot lines, curb lines, intersection angles (the angles formed by the intersection of two roads, and the
centerline), points of tangency, and radii of curves. Also included on the street layout plan shall be location, size, type of
construction, elevations and invert (elevation of the entry to a pipe), whenever applicable, of all pipes and conduits of the
following utilities if applicable:
1. Water Supply System, including pumps, valves, stubs (which extend water service beyond the edge of the 		
asphalt), gates, hydrants, and similar equipment;
2. Storm Drainage System, including manholes, pipes, culverts, catch basins, detention ponds (stormwater storage
ponds), and appurtenant structures;
3. Sanitary sewerage System, including piping, manholes, pumps, community septic tanks, and appurtenant 		
equipment;
- A Profile Plan on the same sheet located directly below and coordinated with the street layout plan, indicating existing profiles
on the exterior and center lines (using light weight lines) and proposed profile on the center line (using heavy weight lines) of
each proposed street, at a horizontal scale of 1” = 40’ and a vertical scale of 1” =4’. All elevations shall refer to NAVD 1988
datum. Profiles shall show existing and proposed street grades, rates of gradient on percentages, ground and proposed
elevations at center line of each fifty (50) foot station, and grades of intersection streets and ways shall be clearly indicated.
The Profile Plan shall show location of existing and proposed water, drainage and sanitary sewer lines, slopes and types
(material and class) of all storm and sanitary sewer lines, invert, manhole rim elevations and station of each manhole or catch
basin.
- A typical cross section for the full
width of the proposed right-of-way
shall be shown in accordance with
the standards of these Rules and
Regulations showing foundation
material, wearing surface,
crown (or high point) and width
of traveled way, curbing, grass
strips, sidewalks, utility locations,
etc.
- Construction details for catch
basins, manholes, end-walls,
head-walls, rip-rap, and energy
dissipaters, detention ponds,
gabion structures, level lip
spreaders, etc.
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- Every plan shall have at least four points on each sheet accurate within a centimeter, as certified by a surveyor, tied into
the Massachusetts State Plane Coordinate System (NAD 1983 datum), using said published control points or the global
positioning system. The plan must note the coordinates, in metric, of the four tie-in points, the datum, and the source and
location of monuments used for data.
- A table listing lot numbers with the corresponding lot size and street frontage for every lot.
- Locations of borings shall be shown on the plan with a numbering system corresponding to boring logs which will be
submitted as part of the application. The purpose of borings is to assist the developer and the project’s engineer in designing
an appropriate roadway and related utilities based on existing water table and subsurface soil conditions (i.e., a clay
subsurface might necessitate extra excavation and extra depth for gravel base; a water table near ground surface might
necessitate the installation of sub-drains (to drain the groundwater) along the edge of the road, etc.). The actual location
at which each boring is made shall be shown on the plans. The borings shall be certified by a Massachusetts Professional
Engineer. Boring or test pits used for the purpose of design detention facilities must include estimates of high groundwater
based on mottles and hydromorphic features, which generally requires test pits witnessed by a qualified soil scientist. Test pits
may be used instead of borings except when borings are required for any geotechnical (structural) reasons.

Community septic systems serve entire developments rather than individual homes, providing greater efficiency. A standard
mounded septic system (left) can serve the purpose for a small development, but a septic field designed to serve dually as a
neighborhood common (right) results in useable open space.

Silt fences are usually necessary to protect fragile ecosystems, wetlands, and streams from erosion and sedimentation (right).
It is important that construction techniques and oversight ensure that fences are properly installed and maintained to repair
failures (left).
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S tormwater

The model language discusses three methods of determining stormwater flow. The first, the Rational Method,
involves simple calculations, and gets the designer in the “ballpark”. It is not recommended for final design. The
other two methods, Technical Release 20 (TR-20) and TR-55, are more complex methods that consider on-site soil
characteristics among other factors. TR-55 was designed by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS
www.mass.gov/dep/water) for small watersheds and TR-20 for larger and more complex watersheds. Both are
available from NRCS. Also, other commercial software packages are available for the designer. Generally, reviewers
trust the software packages computations but confirm the inputs to the software program being provided by the
project engineer. For example, if an engineer wants to show less stormwater impact from a project, they can assume
that rainwater will “sheet flow,” that is evenly flow over the surface of the ground, for 300’. However, this would never
occur-- rainwater concentrates into little rivulets, with substantially faster flow and more erosion, within a couple of
hundred feet. [See related discussion on page 35].
Hydrology Study and Drainage Calculation. The applicant shall submit drainage calculations, including rational method and
TR-55 or TR-20, showing (a) that any proposed drainage system has been designed according to the standards set forth
in these rules; and (b) any impact said drainage system would have on existing drainage systems downstream from the
proposed point of discharge.
Sanitary Sewer Study. The applicant shall submit calculations showing (a) that any proposed sanitary sewer system has been
designed according to the standards set forth in these rules; and (b) any impact said sanitary system would have on existing
sanitary systems downstream from the proposed point of discharge.
Water Study. The applicant shall submit a study certified by a professional engineer with demonstrated qualifications as
a water consultant, showing that the proposed water system would provide the development with adequate fire flows and
demonstrate that each service connection shall have a minimum residual water pressure at street level of 20 PSI under all
design conditions of flow. Standards for fire flows are based on these regulations. Any waivers and all testing for residual
water pressure and impacts within 2,000 feet of the proposed subdivision must be consistent with the recommendations of the
Insurance Services Office (www.ISO.com), and the National Fire Protection Association (www.nfpa.org). Conclusions of the
study shall demonstrate how to mitigate the impacts of the development on the water pressures in the surrounding area.

Subdivision regulations can require the use of specific materials such as granite curbs with catch basins (left), or encourage
Low Impact Design (LID) alternatives such as a paver-lined swale (right) in a low spot of a low traffic road in the place of a more
traditional culverted pipe.
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I mpact statements

Most municipalities do not require a development impact statement, because it doesn’t provide grounds
for denying an application regardless of the findings and may be of very limited use even for planning
purposes. Some municipalities find such a statement useful to understand the effects of a project and give
a community data they may need to support future zoning and planning changes.
Development Impact Statements. The developer shall submit an analysis of the impact of the proposed development, as
outlined below. The analysis will assist the Planning Board in assessing the cumulative impact of development:
1.

Water and Sewer impacts: Use water and sewage based on the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection’s Title 5. Fire flow standards based on Insurance Services Office standards. Explain impacts on sewerage
facilities, public and private water facilities, and fire flow availability.

2.

Public Works costs: Additional costs for future plowing, sanding, and sweeping per lane mile (using current costs per
lane mile) plus catch basin cleaning (using current costs per catch basin).

3.

Municipal service costs: Estimates of costs base on existing average cost per resident for police, fire, libraries,
recreation, and schools.

4.

Environmental impacts: Impacts on wetlands, floodplains, open space, archeological features, wildlife, water quality,
and water supplies.

5.

Schools enrollment projections: For future planning for school enrollment, assume 0.7 school-age-children per
housing unit.

Impact statements provide analysis of the potential demand for municipal services by the proposed development. They can
also help municipalities resolve potential conflicts such as between providing access for emergency vehicles vs. environmental
impacts of wide roads.
T raffic mitigation

Communities are increasingly expecting and demanding that development pay its own way, including
mitigation of all traffic impacts. To do this, the Planning Board must understand the impacts a project will
have on local and municipality-wide traffic patterns. The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip
Generation Standards is cited here as it is the industry standard. It should be used with caution, however,
because much of its data is based on surveys, many of which have very small sample sizes. While most
rural communities have excess capacity on their roads, poorly aligned intersections and dangerous
geometric layouts of streets become more dangerous as traffic goes up.
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Traffic Study: Traffic Analysis and Mitigation. The applicant shall submit a traffic analysis and mitigation plan, as described
below. Use “Trip Generation Standards” by Institute of Transportation Engineers for trip estimates. Explain traffic impacts,
types of streets, opportunity for public transit access, impacts on vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle circulation. Include:
1.

Estimated daily and peak hour vehicle trips generated by the proposed use, traffic patterns for vehicles and 		
pedestrians showing adequate access to and from the site, and adequate vehicular and pedestrian circulation within
the site. Data used may not be more than two years old.

2.

Traffic flow patterns at the site including entrances and egresses and curb cuts on site and within two hundred ( 200)
feet of the site.

Transportation demand management strategies, such as the sample language below to reduce traffic by
15%, are most useful in urban areas, where numbers as high as 35% are sometimes used. Increasing
opportunities to walk can, however, have a significant effect on reducing trips even in rural areas. If a
project is designed so residents don’t need to drive in order to walk the dog or get exercise, traffic reduction
could be in the range of one trip per day per house (a 10% reduction). Some studies have shown that
increasing walking opportunities significantly increases the health of residents but, except in urban areas, it
may be hard to get significantly beyond a 10% reduction in trips without changing behavior as well as site
design.
Level-of-service (LOS) is a way to report how free moving traffic can be. Like grades in school, LOS are
rated A through F (although there is also an E LOS), with A totally free flowing and F a failed location.
Signalized intersections (stoplights), unsignalized intersections, and roadway segments all have a standard
LOS grading system based on traffic queues. Often times, a LOS limit is put on development – if the LOS
degrades more than one level when compared with the “no-build” scenario for the design year, then the
impacts must be mitigated.
3.

A plan to minimize traffic safety impacts of the proposed project through road physical design and layout, promoting
use of bicycle lanes or car-pooling, the creation of passive recreation within the project, or other appropriate means.
This plan shalll evaluate alternative mitigation methods to reduce traffic by 15% from a project with no mitigation,
including transit, car-pool, and bicycle paths, provision of on-site passive recreation, and integrated land uses such
as on-site services, retail, and housing.

4.

A detailed assessment of the traffic safety impacts of the proposed project on adjacent roads, including the number
or average daily vehicle trips (ADT), peak-hour traffic levels, road capacities, and impacts on area intersections and
traffic safety.

Such analysis shall also include a plan, as necessary, to mitigate such impacts including construction of 		
improvements, payment in-lieu-of the project’s proportional share of such improvements, or other “soft” solutions.

The network analysis will help determine the impacts on neighborhood traffic, and build a case for
connecting existing subdivisions or streets.
5.

An overall network analysis showing how the project distributes traffic and enhances the flow of the existing network.

6.

An interior traffic and pedestrian circulation plan designed to minimize conflicts and safety problems.

7.

Adequate pedestrian access to provide access within a project and to adjacent properties.

8.

Safe provision for school bus stops and, if appropriate, public transit stops.

9.

Documentation that the project, including any concurrent road improvements, will not decrease the level of service
(LOS) of all roads and intersections affected by the project below the lesser of existing conditions or LOS B. If
requested, the Planning Board may accept in-lieu-of payments to fund a project’s proportional share of necessary
improvements to mitigate off-site traffic impacts or to otherwise reduce traffic. The Board may exempt residential
projects that would have equal traffic impacts if they were developed as an as-of-right development without Site Plan
Approval and Subdivision Approval.
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Traffic patterns within and adjacent to a new development (left) must be analyzed for potential problems. Analysis of pedestrian
circulation (right) reduces conflicts between the cars and pedestrians and encourages developers to include recreational
opportunities for subdivision residents.

Adequate pedestrian paths and sidewalks along with carefully placed amenities such as bus stops and mail boxes provide a safe
environment for both pedestrians and motorists.

Subdivision regulations can encourage the inclusion of open space, trails, sidewalks, or bicycle paths between developments in
exchange for reduced frontage requirements or increased maximum lengths of cul-de-sacs.
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L ighting

Lighting is generally not required in rural areas, but even in the most rural areas it may be appropriate to
require street lights at street intersections. Any lighting system should comply with the recommendations of
the International Dark-Sky Association, whose goal is “To preserve and protect the nighttime environment
and our heritage of dark skies through quality outdoor lighting.” For more information, visit www.darksky.org.
If appropriate, the applicant shall include a street lighting system for the proposed street in the Definitive Plans. All street
lights must be 50-watt high pressure sodium or more energy efficient models. All street lights must contain full cutoffs (hoods
covering the sides of the lamps) to avoid any direct lighting off of streets and sidewalks. Typically, street lights are required only
at street intersection except in more dense areas. In village areas, lighting systems shall include 50-watt high pressure sodium
streetlights installed at intervals of approximately 200 feet and shall be the responsibility of a homeowners’ association, not the
municipality. The applicant is responsible for purchasing and installing all equipment for said system, as well as ensuring that
the system is the most advantageous utility rate. The applicant shall include a complete street lighting system for the proposed
street in the Definitive Plans prior to endorsement of those plans.
Safety and security lighting shall use motion sensors, photocells, or photocell/timers to control duration of nighttime
illumination. In all cases the maximum light intensity on the property measured at a height of three feet above grade shall be
limited to no more than five footcandles.

Well designed outdoor lighting provides adequate
illumination, lowers energy costs, and complements the
character of the development.
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5 . D esign and C onstruction standards
This section is the heart and soul of most subdivision regulations. Subdivision regulations are a cookbook
-- a municipality is required to tell a developer what recipe to follow to get a permit. A municipality can have
very strict standards, but the standards have to be written in the rules before an application comes in. The
Planning Board cannot make up the standards as they go along. There are two good options to how to
write standards:
1. Write detailed standards in the Subdivision Regulations; or
2. Cite existing standards (e.g., roads shall be designed in accordance with the appropriate American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) design manual for 30 mile per
hour design speeds)
Design standards tell a story about what a development and a town will look like. Is your story about
accommodating cars (Traffic Mover)? Do you want to make streets inviting to residents, preserve the
character of your neighborhoods, maximize pedestrian safety (Sense of Place)? There is no “right” answer,
and design standards are all about finding the right balance for your town. Your rules should not be written,
however, by someone else’s design standards. Understand what you want and what the tradeoffs are. The
design standards should follow first and foremost from your town’s character.
Context-Sensitive Design is design that suits the character of the neighborhood. Your regulations tell
the story you want them to tell. There is absolutely no reason why you should have the same design
requirements for all parts of town. Your design standards may vary by zoning district or any other criteria
you want to set forth. If you only have the energy to consider a couple of things in revising your regulations,
you may want to consider different standards in different areas of your community.

Subdivision regulations can help preserve the character of rural roads in the Highlands (left) and can reduce the negative
impacts of developments on village centers (right). You may consider having different regulations in different parts of town to
preserve unique community characteristics.
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S treet L ayout and C ul de S acs

Finally, think about what the future will bring. Some communities allow dead-end streets thinking that the
land behind a subdivision will never be developed, and then when it is, it is too late to tie into the existing
subdivision. The model language, below, addresses this by requiring a “reserve” strip of land from the
subdivision to the edge of the property, so that a road can later be extended. The same point applies to
considering future water lines, future utility extensions, and a host of other possibilities.
Streets, sidewalks, water systems, sanitary sewers, storm drain systems, public and private utilities and other infrastructure
shall be constructed in accordance with these subdivision regulations and the current edition of the Massachusetts Highway
Department “Standard Specifications for Highways and Bridges,” (referred hereto as the “Standard Specifications”).
Streets Location and Layout: Streets and ways shown on the subdivision plan, must comply with the following:
1.

All streets and ways shall be designed so that in the opinion of the Planning Board they will provide safe vehicular
travel. Streets shall also be designed to maximize the attractiveness and design of the street layout to maximize
livability and amenity of the subdivision. As far as practicable, streets should also follow natural contours.

2.

Provision shall be made, to the satisfaction of the Planning Board, for the proper projection of streets, or for access
to adjoining property which is not yet subdivided or developed. A right-of-way from the end of all cul-de-sacs and
dead-end roads to adjoining property must be part of the street layout and must be shown on street acceptance
plans and deeds unless there is compelling evidence that the adjoining property will never be developed. If the
adjoining property shall never be developed, there shall be a pedestrian and bicycle trail up to the property line,
unless wetlands and grade make that impossible.

50’

50’

A preserved 50’ right-of-way at the end of a cul-de-sac allows for future development of a connector street.
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3.

Streets entering opposite sides of another street shall be laid out either directly opposite each other or with a 		
minimum offset of one hundred and fifty (150) feet between their centerlines. This minimum offset shall 		
also be observed whenever one or more streets entering opposite sides of another street are existing, whether
located within or outside the boundary of the proposed development.

4.

Streets entering the same side of another street shall be laid out with a minimum offset of one hundred and fifty
(150) feet between their centerlines. This minimum offset shall also be observed whenever one or more 		
streets entering the same side of another street are existing, whether located within or outside the boundary of the
proposed subdivision.

Appropriate distances between intersections reduce the risk of vehicular accidents and provide greater pedestrian safety by
providing adequate line-of-sight for drivers and pedestrians.

Many communities have severe restrictions on dead end streets, and some communities ban them outright.
While it is probably ideal, from a planning perspective, to ban dead-end streets, this is often a challenge
given topographic, wetland, and land tenure constraints and given consumers’ desires for lots on dead-end
streets. As a result, many communities strongly discourage dead-ends but under limited circumstances
allow them up to 400’ to a 1,000’ long. Many communities still allow dead-ends without limits, but this
number is dropping significantly over time. It used to be that communities banning dead-end streets did so
strictly based on public safety considerations. Increasing, however, communities are acknowledging that
dead-end streets are bad for other reasons.
Dead-end streets add to municipal costs for snow removal (when the town does snow removal)
and police and fire delivery.
• Dead-end streets are less safe in emergency situations (only one means of access).
• Dead-end streets create more traffic on abutting streets than connecting streets, which allow a
network to operate and balance traffic loads.
• Dead-end streets are less democratic and less inviting than connecting streets.

•
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Cul-de-Sacs and Dead-End Streets
Projects shall make every effort to avoid the creation of dead-end streets and must connect their subdivisions to existing dead
end streets whenever reasonably possible. Dead end streets are more expensive to maintain, limit emergency access, and
reduce the sense of connection and efficiency that comes from interconnecting street grids.
1.

Dead-end streets are only appropriate when the surrounding property will never need a street connection,
because of extremely sensitive and permanently protected natural resources, and the project provides a viable
alternative pedestrian and bicycle connection to the surrounding property, and the street connection will not aid the
transportation network that serves the subdivision, and the dead-end street will not serve more than 20 housing
units.

2.

Every street in the proposed subdivision shall be laid out in such a manner that every portion of every street is
less than five hundred feet (500’), as measured along the centerline of construction of the street from the nearest
connected existing public street which is not itself a dead-end street. Cul-de-sacs or dead end streets shall be
allowed only on local streets.

3.

All cul-de-sac streets shall use permanent teardrop-shaped cul-de-sac with a turnaround at the end of the street
having a minimum island radius of forty (40) feet and a property line radius of at least eighty (80) feet (see below).
The center of the cul-de-sac shall be on the centerline of construction.

4.

A permanent cul-de-sac turnaround (island) shall be constructed in lieu of paving the entire area of the cul-de-sac
(see below). The roadway pavement shall have the same width as the roadway leading into the cul-de-sac, said
pavement width beginning at the exterior radius of the turnaround, with the inner circle graded, seeded and/or
appropriately planted with acceptable trees or shrubs, or left with natural tree growth. The maintenance of said inner
circle shall be the responsibility of the developer, his successors and assigns, or a homeowners’ association. The
inside radius of the cul-de-sac pavement shall be constructed with granite-edging type SA, SB or SC (S for sloped),
as specified in the MassHighway Standard Specifications.

6.

Layout of the turnaround beyond the normal street right-of-way lines shall be in the form of an easement to the
municipality covering said premises included in the turnaround. When the street is extended into adjoining property,
the easement shall become null and void.

7.

The road going around a cul-de-sac turn around shall be a one way road twenty (20) feet wide around a tear-drop
shaped cul-de-sac island.

40’ Radius

Cul-de-sacs, when permitted, should have a teardrop shaped island with a radius no less than 40’ with a property line radius of
at least 80’. An offset cul-de-sac entrance such as this one promotes one-way traffic in a counterclockwise direction. When culde-sacs are permitted preservation of a right-of-way makes it possible in the future to connect the street to a future development
[see page 18].
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8.

A hammerhead shall be allowed instead of a cul-de-sac. Said hammerhead shall be designed as a “T” to allow
fire trucks and snow plows to turn around with only one backing-up movement. The portion of the hammerhead
perpendicular to the road shall be at the same width as the street they abut and shall extend at least twenty-eight
(28) in each direction of the “T” beyond the sideline of the main road pavement edge. Lots may only gain frontage
from one edge of the hammerhead.
28’

18’

A hammerhead turn around can provide necessary access for emergency vehicles while also reducing traffic speeds and
limiting the amount of paved, impervious surface required. Shared parking allows for fewer driveways and thereby also reduces
impervious surfaces.

There isn’t much point in requiring that subdivisions are well-built if a community does not regulate access
to the subdivision in the first place.
Adequate Access from Public Way
10.

The street system within a subdivision shall connect with and have, in the opinion of the Planning Board, adequate
vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle access from a public way or private way that connects to the greater network of
streets.

11.

The physical condition or width of a public way from which a subdivision has its access must be sufficient, in the sole
opinion of the Planning Board to either provide for emergency services or carry the traffic which is expected to be
generated by such subdivision. If such access is insufficient, the developer shall require the subdivider to dedicate
a strip of land for the purpose of widening the abutting public way to a width commensurate with that required within
the subdivision and to make physical improvements to and within such public way to the same standards required
within the subdivision or by these Subdivision Regulations. Any such dedication of land for the purpose of the way
and any such work performed within such public way shall be made only with permission of the governmental
agency having jurisdiction over such way, and all costs of any such widening or construction shall be born by the
subdivider.

12.

The Planning Board shall disapprove of a subdivision plan where, in the opinion of the Planning Board, the existing
surrounding municipal infrastructure (e.g. street width and construction, sanitary sewer, public water, storm sewer,
etc.) is insufficient and/or incapable of handling the additional volumes (e.g. traffic, sewage, storm water, etc.)
anticipated, by the Planning Board, to be generated by the project. Planning Board may accept or require off-site
improvements to mitigate any of these impacts.
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Intersections also help define a community. Right angles are the safest intersections, especially when there
is any kind of traffic volume. To avoid requiring grids, some communities require right-angles but only for
one or two car lengths back from the intersection.
The radius requirement (a radius of 15’ to 20’) is designed to allow easy fire truck access without making
the distances that pedestrians need to cross too great. Sharper curves (e.g. a radius of 10’) are more
pedestrian and less truck and fire truck friendly. More gradual curves (e.g. a radius of 30’) are more truck
and fire truck friendly and reduce the chance that trucks will drive over the curbs, but create larger areas
a pedestrian needs to cross where they will feel exposed to cars. If an intersection is NOT at a right angle
(90º), then a more gradual radius is needed.

Gradual curves (left) create easier corners for trucks and emergency vehicles to navigate and reduce the need for cars to slow
down but also result in a longer distance for pedestrians to cross. Reduced curve radii (right) encourage traffic to slow down and
provide a shorter crossing distance for pedestrians while allowing for adequate truck and emergency vehicle access.
Intersections.
Streets and ways shall be laid out so as to intersect in accordance with the standards contained herein and the following:
Street and way lines at all intersections, between proposed streets or between, whenever applicable, a proposed and/or
existing street, shall be rounded with a curve at each corner which has a property line radius of not less than fifteen to twenty
feet (15’ to 20’).
The center line of all intersecting streets or ways shall be a straight line from the point of intersection of said center line for a
distance of no less than one hundred (100) feet.
On any street where the grade exceeds two (2) percent on the approach of the intersection, a leveling area, with a maximum
slope of two (2) percent shall be provided for a distance of not less than thirty (30) feet measured from the nearest gutter line
of the intersecting street.
Streets entering opposite sides of another street shall be laid out either directly opposite each other or with a minimum offset
of one hundred and fifty (150) feet between their centerlines. This minimum offset shall also be observed whenever one or
more streets entering opposite sides of another street are existing, whether located within or outside the boundary of the
proposed development.
Streets entering the same side of the other
street shall be laid out with a minimum
offset of one hundred and fifty (150) feet
between their centerlines. This minimum
offset shall also be observed whenever
one or more streets entering the same
side of another street are existing, whether
located within or outside the boundary of
the proposed subdivision.
A distance of 100’ between intersection centerlines and the beginning of a horizontal curve in
a roadway provides adequate line-of-sight, barring extreme vertical changes in the roadbed.
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C urbs

Curbs are common in urban and village centers and any areas of high traffic. Any area where stormwater
will be confined to feed into a formalized underground drainage system will usually require curbs. In rural
areas, including most of the hilltowns, curbs are typically used only in village centers. Areas without curbs
should not necessarily only have sheet flow of drainage. Often the best drainage system is sheet flow off
the street into a formalized system of grassed swales which can accommodate and treat stormwater.
As an alternative to curbs and formal closed drainage systems, an increasing number of projects utilize
Low Impact Development (LID) drainage systems to more closely mimic natural systems. These systems
typically involve some or all of the following:
•

All of the stormwater from a 1” design
storm drains into the ground and does
not leave the site. A 1” design storm is
a storm with 1” of rain within a 24 hour
period. More than 80% of Western
Massachusetts storms are at or below
this level.

•

Rain barrels, barrels at the base of roof
gutter leaders that catch stormwater, can
reduce the volume of stormwater runoff
and provide water for future lawn and
garden use.



Rain gardens which mimic the absorption
and pollutant removal of natural systems.
Rain water is captured and retained in
depressions carefully planted with native
vegetation and allowed to drain into
the ground. Rain gardens are similar to
retention ponds but are typically smaller
and closer to the source of runoff.



Other measures to reduce runoff,
improve groundwater recharge, and
improve stormwater quality



Grassed swales can be an effective
stormwater treatment method.

Rain gardens reduce pollutants in stormwater.

Consideration for the movement of
amphibians, who may be challenged by
traditional vertical curb structures.

LID curbs divert water into vegetated swales rather
than into convential catch basins and storm sewers.
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Curbs: All roads shall have curbs installed at all road edges as follows:
All commercial subdivisions shall use granite Type VB (V for vertical) and granite curb corners Type A at all driveways.
All residential subdivisions shall either use bituminous concrete curbs OR be designed with a low impact development
drainage systems. Low impact development drainage is required adjacent to vernal pools and in rural areas.
Residential subdivisions with curbs shall us Type 2 bituminous concrete curbs placed on the bituminous binder (the first
coat of pavement), except that all street intersection radii and the outside radius of cul-de-sacs shall be constructed with
granite curb Type VB (vertical).
All curbing and berms shall utilize a 6” reveal (or 6” of curbing exposed above the street pavement). The installation of
bituminous berm, granite curb, granite edging and granite curb corners shall conform to the relevant provisions of the
Standard Specifications.
The outside radius of the island in all cul-de-sacs shall be constructed with granite edging Type SB (sloped) having a
minimum thickness of 4”. In rural roads, it is generally appropriate NOT to use curbs, but only if the roads are designed
with drainage swales (see low impact development section).
All catch basin frames shall have granite curb inlets (Type VB) shall be built against and shall be installed true to the
horizontal and vertical alignment.
Residential subdivisions may use low impact development instead of curbs for all or a portion of the subdivision when the
criteria below are met. When vernal pools are separated by vernal pool upland areas by a street, the street shall not use
curbs and shall incorporate these standards.
Design calculations must show that all the stormwater leaving the site from a 1” NRCS design storm will be retained or
infiltrated on site such that both peak AND total flow leaving the site is the same for 24 hours after a 4/10” rain storm and
for a 1” NRCS design storm.
All water leaving the road will enter grassed swales that are graded flat enough to avoid erosion and hold water.

A

B

C

Vertical granite curbs (A), and sloped granite curbs (B), are more expensive but last for long periods of time.
Bituminous concrete curbs (C) are less expensive but don’t stand up well to snowplows.
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S chool B us S tops and S idewalks

School bus stops should be required anywhere schools are going to set up a stop, especially for
elementary schools where children should be kept away from the street.
Sidewalks are not applicable in most rural areas, but even rural communities may want sidewalks close to
their village center and to any new village centers the community may wish to create. Many communities
want to encourage development close to their village centers. If sidewalks were only required in these
areas, the regulations could run the risk of actually discouraging village center projects because they are
more expensive. To balance that:
1. A community could require sidewalks in all projects, except for those which are not close to an
urban village and provide a certain percentage of open space; or
3. When sidewalks are provided, allow streets to be 4’ narrower or make other provisions so that the
total infrastructure cost is lower; or
4. Require extensive traffic calming measures (speed humps, chicanes, etc) when there are no
sidewalks because there will be more pedestrian traffic within the streets.
6. Provide density in zoning that makes up for the cost of sidewalks.
Sidewalks and School Bus Stops.
1. Sidewalks shall be required on both sides of all major and collector streets and on projects with multifamily and townhouses.
Sidewalks shall be required on one side of all local streets except in rural areas (this should be defined based on how a
community sees itself). Utilities may be placed under the sidewalks if necessary to accommodate layout width.
2. Sidewalks shall be of cement concrete in village areas OR asphalt concrete in rural areas with a minimum width of six (6)
feet in major and collector streets, five (5) feet for local streets, and four (4) for rural streets (if sidewalks are used in rural
streets).
3. All subdivisions with 10 or more lots located in an area where school busing is provided or is likely to be provided in the
future must provide at least one bituminous or cement concrete paved bus waiting area for school children located at the
entrances to the subdivision or in the area where the schools determine buses will stop to pick up children who live in the
subdivision. All subdivisions consisting of 15 or more lots must incorporate a bus shelter.

Reducing the road-width within a standard 50’ or 60’ right-of-way can provide the necessary land for a meandering asphalt path
beside a road in the place of the more standard 5’ or 6’ wide, concrete sidewalks.
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S treet D esign

Street widths are one of the most defining aspects of a subdivision. Street widths are a balance between
what is necessary to ensure emergency vehicles can pass safely, what is required to accommodate
common or occasional parked cars, and what is important for the character of a neighborhood. Most
communities require subdivision streets of 24 to 26’ wide. Increasing numbers of communities, however,
are creating narrower streets to preserve the character of their area while providing for safe flow of traffic.
Most communities would not want as many categories as shown in the table below, but a community might
want to decide which categories to use from the below guidelines, based on Average Daily Traffic (ADT).
One household generates ten one-way trips per day.
Street Category

Proposed Street Type

Pavement Width

Right-of-Way Width

Local residential

One-way street or alley—if no
parking is permitted

14’

30

Local residential

One-way street or alley—if
parking is permitted

20’

50

Local residential
“Yield Street”

Not greater than 500 ADT with
sidewalks

20’

60

Local residential
“Yield Street”

Not greater than 500 ADT without
sidewalks

24’

60

Major/Collector residential

Not greater than 2,000 ADT

24 OR 26’

60

Major/Collector residential

Exceeding 2,000 ADT

26’

60

Major/Collector commercial

less than 25% retail or industrial
uses

30’

70

Major/Collector commercial

All other commercial/industrial

40’

70

A “Yield Street” is a two-way street where the assumption is that when two cars are passing in opposite
direction, one will need to pull over to let the other one pass. Though fire departments may object to this
approach, it works well in low traffic areas and traditional residential village streets to reduce excess
speeds.
Width of streets, horizontal and vertical curves, grades, and traffic-calming measures determine how fast
traffic moves. Traffic speeds are limited by the three E’s: Engineering (how the road is built), Education,
and Enforcement. Engineering is typically the most important of these standards in determining speed in a
subdivision.
Road Speed

Chance of Fatality When a Pedestrian or Bicycle is Hit by a Car

20 MPH

5%

30 MPH

45%

40 MPH

85%
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Roadway and Right-of-Way Width.
The roadway width shall be based on projected traffic volume generated by the development and by expected future growth
outside the development that will utilize the road, based on ten (10) average daily trips (ADT) per dwelling or residential unit

A 14’ wide one-way street with a relatively low
30’ right-of-way reduces the need for paved
surface when traffic counts are low.

A 20’ wide “Yield” street can provide safe passage
for two-way traffic and allows for more space within
the right-of-way for pedestrian paths or sidewalks.

Larger collector streets with high volume and
speeds may require road widths of 26’ to
ensure safety, and should include full 50’ or 60’
right-of-ways to provide space for sidewalks on
both sides of the street.
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Street Standards and Traffic Calming
Consistent with these standards, roads shall be designed to make every effort to reasonably calm the traffic within the
subdivision and on surrounding streets to ensure pedestrian and bicycle friendly design and to prevent a decrease in
traffic safety as a result of the additional traffic the project will generate. Traffic calming may utilize methods detailed in
Institute of Traffic Engineer’s “Traditional Neighborhood Development” or “Traffic Calming: State of the Practice,” but
must utilize methods that will not make snow plowing or road maintenance especially burdensome for the municipality.
The center line of the roadway shall coincide with the center line of the right-of-way, unless otherwise approved by the
Planning Board.

Neckdowns encourage reduced speed and can provide onstreet parking

Center islands narrow travel lanes for vehicles thereby
reducing their speed.

Speed bumps reduce vehicle speeds

A center island reduces vehicle speeds and can provide pedestrians with a safe waypoint when crossing two lanes of traffic.

Crosswalks can take the form of a painted pattern (left) or a raised structure with alternative paving materials (right) for added
safety.
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Along with street widths, the design issues covered in the table below are probably the most important
factors in deciding what a subdivision will look and feel like. Steep streets match the historical character
of many communities, but create safety issues, require more winter sanding and salting, and allow
dramatically more land to be developed. Requiring all streets to be flat, however, can change the character
of streets and sometimes waste land to accommodate longer street runs to reach the same rise in the land.

Steep streets in the Highlands allow for the development of hard to reach land and require more sanding and salting in
winter. Conversely, requiring flatter streets can waste land and leads to longer than necessary roadways. Communities can
balance these factors by setting different maximum grades in each neighborhood depending on terrain, visual character, and
environmental sensitivity.
Major & Collector

Local Streets

Horizontal Alignment: Minimum center line radius (or the curvature of the road)

500 feet

250 feet

Vertical Alignment: Minimum stopping sight distance at 3.5 feet above pavement
(or how quickly the road transitions from very steep road to flat)

275 feet

200 feet

Maximum Grade

5%

8%

Minimum Grade

0.75%

0.75%

Intersection angle

90º

90º

Minimum sight distance(stop-controlled or obstructed-view intersection)

550 feet

300 feet

Minimum radius at edge of roadway

30 feet

25 feet

Some communities add a third category (minor streets) to allow steeper, more tightly curved streets in very
low traffic areas.
Minimum radius at the edge of a roadway is critical to the walkability of streets. Fire departments and
anyone thinking about truck movements want a larger radius to create more gradual transitions between
streets at an intersection. This creates longer walking distances at street intersections and makes streets
feel more dominated by cars (see images A & B on page 22).
Before making any decisions, take a clinometer (an inexpensive hand-held transit) and a measuring wheel
and visit the streets in your community. Visit the streets where the fire department and school buses have
trouble traveling in the winter. Visit the streets where accidents are common, especially in the winter. Visit
the streets which define the community. What is the slope of the streets you like and those that cause
problems? What is the radius of the center line of the street? (That is, if the street continued to curve
around in a complete circle, what would the radius of that circle be?)
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L andscaping

Landscaping and trees help a subdivision look established and blend with other developed areas. Many
rural communities don’t require landscaping or street trees because those communities are so heavily
wooded and this is an easy way to lower the cost of housing. Other communities place a great emphasis
on landscaping and trees to ensure that new projects fit in with the established community. Either way,
the biggest challenge in many projects is trying to save existing trees. If any regrading is necessary, most
developers will cut down all of the trees adjacent to the road unless the subdivision rules make this difficult.
Typically, communities specify which tree species and mix they want to ensure that they do not get all small
trees, trees that are difficult to maintain, or a monoculture of trees that are vulnerable to disease. A general
rule of thumb is to have at least 5 different tree species in a row. This prevents disease from wiping out an
entire street. Some communities also prohibit non-native trees.
If a sidewalk is used, little “public” area (Right Of Way) remains for trees. One way to address this it to
create a public “notch” on each property outside of the Right of Way that would allow tree planting and
maintenance.
Landscaping, Street Trees and Tree Belts
Tree belts a minimum of eight (8) feet wide shall be provided on each side of the roadway. When sidewalks are
required, the tree belt shall be between the curb and the sidewalk with the trees planted along the center line of
the tree belt. The finished grade of such tree belts adjacent to sidewalks shall have a slope of one-half (1/2) inch
per foot toward the roadway for roadways or a plane sloped four (4) horizontal to one (1) vertical if there are no
sidewalks.
The top six (6) inches of tree belt shall consist of good quality loam extending to the right-of-way, screened, raked,
and rolled with lawn grass seen applied in sufficient quantity to assure adequate coverage, rolled when the loam is
moist.
Street shade trees shall be on both sides of subdivision streets in the tree belt or within five (5) feet of the right-ofway. There shall be one tree planted an average of every thirty (30) feet of street frontage along each lot and not
less than two trees per lot. Any mature deciduous shade trees preserved may be applied toward this average.
Street trees shall not be permitted within twenty-five (25) feet of the curb line of the intersection of two streets.
Trees shall be mature deciduous trees or newly planted trees no less than three inch (3”) caliper (at a point 6”
above the ground) at time of installation. Clumping is permitted, using both sides of the sidewalk for tree planting,
in order to frame or enhance a view. The center of the tree should be four feet from pavement or curbs.
Street trees shall be deciduous shade trees. No more than 35% of any one species shall be used throughout the
subdivision.
They shall be single-stemmed with a single, straight leader. All tree species must meet American Nursery and
Landscape Association (ANLA, formerly American Association of Nurserymen Standards) for the types and sizes
specified. These standards shall be included on the detail sheets.
The developer shall install on each lot the street trees specified on the approved plans prior to the issuance of
the final Certificate of Occupancy. Trees must survive one year after planting prior to the release of warranty
performance guarantees.
Planting operations and requirements for street trees shall be shown on the subdivision plans and be in
accordance with the AALA Standards for Planting and shall have a two (2) year growth warranty.
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The requirement that developers include street
trees at specified distances along a roadway
creates new neighborhoods that will, over time,
include beautiful tree-lined streets, in addition
to increasing property values. Such streets will
reduce the negative impacts of development
by filtering water and air, provide habitat for
birds and insects, and create shade that will
eventually reduce the energy costs of nearby
homes.

As trees planted during construction mature,
they begin to provide more shade and add
traditional neighborhood character to a
development.

Diverse plantings in new developments
provide both for aesthetic beauty and
increased ecological diversity.
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Preserving vegetation during construction may require more
care and therefore slightly higher costs initially, but the
savings due to limiting negative impacts on the environment
more than outweigh any extra expense.

The preservation of mature trees can give the impression
that a new development is much older and more established
than it would with only new plantings. Larger tree canopies
create shade for pedestrians while also performing important
ecological services such as capturing storm water and filtering
pollutants from the air.

Mature stands of forest line the roads of this development
providing shade, a park-like setting, valuable animal habitat,
and privacy for homes that are virtually invisible on either side
of the street.
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S ite D esign , driveways , and utilities

Other specifications normally included, such as utilities, construction, and clean-up follow. Subdivision
regulations may not require the dedication of park land without compensation, unless the zoning under
which a project is created requires such parks. Subdivision regulations can, however, require land for a
park be set aside and held open for three years, to give the community a chance to find the resources to
buy it.
Protection of Natural Features and Parks
Large trees, watercourses, scenic points, historic plots, and similar community assets shall be preserved, if, in the opinion of
the Planning Board, they will add attractiveness and value to the subdivision. Before approval of a plan, the Planning Board
may also require the plan to show a park or parks suitably located for playground or recreation purposes or for providing light
and air. The park or parks shall not be unreasonable in area in relation to the land being subdivided and to the prospective
uses of such land. The Planning Board may, by appropriate endorsement of the plan, require that no building be erected upon
such park or parks for a period of not more than three years without its approval.

Ponds (left) and preserved vegetation (right) provide valuable site amenities to residents of this subdivision.
Construction Staking: Developers shall employ, at their own expense, a professional engineer or a registered land surveyor
to set all lines and grades in a manner satisfactory to the Municipal Engineer and in accordance with the provisions of the
Standard Specifications.
Site and Earthwork;
1.

All materials and construction methods used for roadway excavation and embankments shall conform to the 		
Standard Specifications.

2.

All natural features, such as large trees, watercourses, scenic points, historic plots, and similar community assets
shall be preserved. It is the opinion of the Planning Board that this protection and preservation will add to the 		
attractiveness and value of the subdivision.

3.

The entire area within the right-of-way lines, except for trees and other vegetation intended to be preserved, shall be
cleared and grubbed of all stumps, brush, roots, and like material. All rock or masonry with a maximum dimension
over three inches and within six inches of the top of sub-grade shall be removed. Trees intended to be preserved
shall be protected by suitable boxes, fenders, or wells as appropriate.
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Driveway Approach Areas and Aprons
1.

Driveway approach areas from the roadway to the edge of the road right-of-way shall be constructed in accordance
with standards and permits set by the municipality’s public works staff.

2.

The nearest line of any driveway shall not be closer than fifty (50) feet from the intersection of any two (2) streets.

3.

All driveway openings in all areas with granite curb has been used, i.e., around all cul-de-sacs, shall be completed
during the subdivision construction. Granite curb corners Type A shall be used at all driveway openings.

4.

In addition, the Planning Board may require the developer to construct up to the first fifty feet (50’) of driveways
during the construction of the subdivision. While this makes future driveway changes difficult, such a requirement will
be imposed if the Planning Board finds that this will avoid disturbing sensitive resources, such as swales and steep
side slopes, once the subdivision is complete.

Driveway openings should be at least fifty (50) feet from the intersection of any two roads to ensure adequate line-of-sight for
cars entering the roadway. Municipalities may require the contruction of driveway openings and a length of driveway for each lot
to make sure that all driveways are appropriately sited.

Utility Installation: The installation of public utilities shall conform to the standards in the following sections:
1.

All utility distribution systems, public or private, shall be placed underground.

2.

The applicant shall employ an engineer to set all lines and grades in a manner satisfactory to the Planning Board.

3.

All utility lines shall be installed with the minimum soil cover specified in these regulations.

4.

Sewers shall be laid to true line and grade.

5.

Electric, telephone, cable TV, fiber optic, and all other conduits shall be installed underground beneath the grass
strip with a minimum cover.

6.

Width of trench at the pipe on conduit shall be equal to four thirds (4/3) diameter of the pipe of conduit, plus eighteen
(18) inches.

7.

Sheeting (to stop the sidewalls from collapsing) shall be used, whenever necessary, upon the direction of the 		
Engineer and in conformance with relevant provisions the Standard Specifications.
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8. Pipe and conduits shall be surrounded by six (6) inches of
compacted screened gravel if set in earth, and twelve (12) inches
if set in rock. In rock, clay, or peat excavation, trenches shall be
excavated to a depth of twelve (12) inches or more below the
bottom of any water pipe, storm drain, or sewer and filled with
bank-run or select gravel, whichever is approved by the Municipal
Engineer.
9. Back-fill shall be compacted to ninety (90) percent of the
maximum dry density of the material, consistent with the Standard
Specifications.
10. The water and sanitary sewer systems shall be tested and
approved prior to installation of base course(s) and pavement.
11. All lot connections shall be installed to the right-of-way line,
and marked or surveyed so as to be easily located in the future.

Transformer placement can adversely impact the overall
aethetics of a development but can be controlled with
careful planning and construction oversight.

D rainage and S tormwater

Drainage is a critical aspect of stormwater design, both for engineering and environmental reasons. (The three
most important rules of design are drainage, drainage, and drainage). Traditionally, light rainfall or the first part of a
heavy rainfall washes the road clean, and carries the greatest amount of pollutants. For this reason, this “first flush,”
typically defined as the first 4/10” of rainfall, is often treated differently then additional rain, with the goal being to treat
pollutants that come off the street in that first flush. See also discussion on page 12 of this commentary. In this model,
drainage systems are designed around 10 year Natural Resource Conservation Service design storms. These are
storms which have a 10% chance of happening in any given year. Some communities require a design for a 25 year
storm or a 100 year storm (2.5% or 1%, respectively, chance of happening in any given year). This increases costs
dramatically for storms that will very rarely occur. Although drainage systems are typically only designed for 10 year
storms, which means that some localized flooding will occur in greater storms, major culverts and bridges are usually
designed for 100 year storms, because the 1% risk of losing these each year is too high a risk. Although localized
flooding within a project may be acceptable, projects should be designed so that there is no discharge off the site
in most design storms to avoid creating downstream flooding problems. Avoiding increases in peak storms simply
means that the PEAK flow of water leaving the site after a rain event will not be greater than it was before the project
was constructed. The total runoff will, however, generally be greater with the peak flows continuing longer, total flows
being greater, and groundwater recharge being less, than predevelopment conditions.
Systems can be designed to avoid this, but it requires significantly more expensive stormwater facilities and low
impact development facilities than most communities require. These kinds of systems are generally impractical
at village or more urban densities without green roofs and/or large underground cisterns. These systems are,
however, very possible in more rural
settings. It would be completely
within a community’s discretion to
require this as a standard, but the
community should understand the
costs of such systems. Moreover,
anyone with construction activity
that disturbs over one acre of land
is now required to file a federal
permit with the Environmental
Protection Agency and implement
a stormwater prevention plan. For
more information, visit
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/cgp.cfm
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Drainage
1. The construction of the drainage system, including methods of construction and quality of materials used, shall be in
conformance with the definitive plan, the Standard Specification and the town’s Stormwater Ordinance or bylaw (if any).
2. The design capacity of the drains (closed drainage systems and pipes) shall be determined by the Rational Method.
(See related discussion on page 9 of this document) The project engineer shall design the drainage system in
accordance with natural drainage boundaries of the total contributing drainage area, using a minimum of a ten (10) year
Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) design frequency storm (a storm that has a 10% chance of happening in
any given year). Where, in the opinion of the Planning Board, flooding would produce property damage or a safety hazard,
the design frequency storm shall be increased to twenty-five (25) years (a storm that has a 2.5% chance of happening in
any given year). A one-hundred (100) year NRCS design frequency storm (a storm that has a 1% chance of happening in
any given year) shall be used for all bridge openings and major culverts. Drainage calculations and a list of all assumptions
used for calculating the information shall be submitted with the Definitive Plan. A Hydrology Study should include:
a. Plan of watershed drainage basin including the
project and all areas upgradient of the project within the
same watershed.
b. Location of any and/or all detention basin structures
within the watershed, especially if located on a stream if
it will be used to take drainage away.
c. Generally, an estimate of amount of impervious
surface in watershed
d. Identification of possible downstream restrictions/
obstructions (including sizes of culverts under
roadways)
e. Name and locus of receiving waters at end
3. Drainage systems, including detention, retention, and
infiltration, must be designed to prevent any increase in
peak flows for the one (1) or two (2), ten (10), and onehundred (100) year Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) design storms. TR-55 or TR-20, with all
inputs and outputs shown, shall be used for calculating
drainage systems. In addition, drainage systems should
include water quality/settling basins that detain the
stormwater draining off the site in a 4/10 inch rain storm
for an average of at least six hours. The system should
be designed to mimic existing drainage patterns & flows,
not release peak prior to normal peak flow, unless there
is a documented problem and this will not cause a direct
downstream impact.

A site’s place in its broader context can reveal potential
problems related to down stream impacts in a watershed.

Creative storm water retention can provide habitat and aesthetic amenities in a neighborhood while also managing on-site storm
water flow. In this example, a constructed wet-land filters stormwater and provides habitat in the middle of a cul-de-sac.
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACH (see previous discussion): There shall be no increase in total stormwater leaving the site in any
storm. Stormwater retention and recharge facilities shall be designed to recharge all stormwater to predevelopment conditions.
4. Pipe drains, where used, shall have a minimum diameter of twelve (12) inches in residential subdivisions, and fifteen (15)
inches in commercial or industrial subdivisions, and shall be laid in true line. All drainage pipe shall be reinforced concrete
pipe, ACCM (asphalt coated corrugated metal) pipe, (14 gauge), or other approved equal or appropriate strength. Rubber
gaskets (“O” rings) shall be used for all pipe joints of the reinforced concrete pipe mentioned above. The rubber gaskets (“O”
rings) shall meet the manufacture’s specification for composition, size and shape to provide for a proper joint.
5. Stormwater should be directed to enter an artificial wetland or stormwater treatment facility before entering an open
stream channel. Stormwater shall not be permitted to cross any roadway upon the surface but must be piped underground.
Stormwater runoff shall not be permitted to flow upon the road surface for a longer distance than three hundred (300) feet
before it enters the underground system or, in systems without curbs, enters a designed stormwater swale. Catch basins shall
be located on both sides of the roadway on continuous grades at intervals of not more than three hundred (300) feet, at all
sags in the roadway, and near the corners of the roadway at intersecting streets.
6. Where adjacent property is not subdivided and no public drain is within four hundred (400) feet, adequate provisions shall
be made for the detention of surface drainage within the boundaries of the subdivision. When that is not feasible, proper
connections shall be made with any existing public drainage system within four hundred (400) feet of the subdivision, if that
system has the capacity to absorb the flows from the project area. Where adjacent property is not subdivided and no public
drain is within four hundred (400) feet, adequate provisions shall be made for the detention of surface drainage within the
boundaries of the subdivision.
7. All open stream channels shall be maintained except for short sections that need to be placed in a culvert to allow stream
crossings. No open water body or pond or wet or swampy area shall be filled in unless it can be shown to the Planning Board
that provision has been made in the lower drainage system to account for the removal of the storage area represented by the
former wet or swampy area. In addition, permits and approval must be secured from the appropriate Municipal, State, and/or
federal authorities.
8. Manholes and catch basins shall be pre-cast, cast in place or block, and a typical detail of such, noting materials,
dimensions and construction details, shall be part of the Definitive Plan.
9. Iron casting for manhole frames and covers and catch basin frames and grates shall be in accordance with Massachusetts
Highway Department Specifications. Manhole covers shall have three (3) inch lettering to read “DRAIN”. In addition, manhole
covers shall be 26” in diameter. Catch basin grates shall be square, type F, and approved by town.
10. Drain manholes shall be located at every change in grade
or direction of the drainage line, at catch basis connections, and
shall not exceed three hundred (300) feet apart in a continuous
system.
11. All catch basins shall have four (4) foot sumps and gas traps
with removable hoods. All catch basins shall connect directly to
drain manholes (no catch basin to catch basin connections).
12. If roadway sub-drainage is required, rigid SDR 35 (Standard
Dimension Ratio, or the ratio of the outside wall diameter over
the pipe thickness) PVC (polyvinyl chloride) , slot perforated
corrugated plastic (ADS) surrounded by stone perforated PVC
pipe of appropriate size shall be used. Installation and materials
shall conform to the provisions of the Standard Specifications.
13. Generally lot sub-drainage and foundation drains may
NOT be discharged to road drainage. Exceptions can be made
through written waivers only when no other practical alternatives
exist to such connections. When connections are made, all such
connecting drainage must be rigid six (6) inch SDR 35 PVC pipe.
14. The maximum allowable slope on a drainage system for reinforced concrete pipe shall be seven (7) percent. The
maximum allowable difference in elevation between inlet and outlet pipes in a drain manhole shall be one (1) foot. If greater
slopes than seven (7) percent are necessary, ACCM pipe of appropriate size shall be used.
15. The maximum depth of any portion of the storm system shall be ten (10) feet.
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6 . C onstruction , I nspections and C onstruction
M onitoring
It is important at the very beginning of the project that everyone agrees on what is going to be built and who
needs to get involved at what stage. This can be set out in a pre-construction conference.
P re - C onstruction C onference
Prior to any construction, the developer, their project engineer, and their contractor must meet with the Planning Board, the
public works staff, and other appropriate town parties to review the subdivision permit and conditions. The applicant must
provide evidence that all required documents have been recorded and adequate copies of all documents have been provided
to the Planning Board. After the pre-construction conference, the developer shall notify in writing the Planning Board and
municipal public works staff at least two (2) business days in advance of the date of commencement of construction and
subsequent phases of construction.
M onitoring and I nspection

There are three distinct approaches to who is responsible for monitoring the progress of a subdivision
during the construction phase:
1.
Public inspections
Town staff or hired agents can inspect the system during construction, either full time or at periodic
inspection points, to ensure compliance with the standards and to document what was built when. The town
can charge the full cost of this service to the developer. This was once the traditional way of inspecting
subdivisions, but is now used by fewer and fewer towns.
Inspection shall be made and the project shall be certified in writing to the Planning Board by the municipal engineer or their
authorized designee or by a registered professional engineer chosen by the Planning Board and the developer shall pay the
fee in effect for such inspection services. Municipal inspections in no way relieve the developer, contractor or project engineer
of responsibility in insuring that all materials and all construction meet all standards as stated in these Rules and Regulations.
The contractor must ensure that the municipality’s inspector is provided adequate notice to ensure inspection at the following
points with at least a two business day notice. No further work shall be done on a project until each phase has been inspected
and approved.
Inspection points shall include, at a minimum:
- Underground utilities and services before the backfilling of trenches or other covering of structures.
- Curbing prior to the placement of the top course of
bituminous concrete surface.
- Roadway upon completion of the sub-grade gravel
base course, binder and surface course prior to each
required construction step.
- Sidewalk upon completion of the sub-grade
gravel base course, binder and surface course
prior to each required construction step.
- At the completion of all the improvements.
Requirements of inspection throughout the construction
process of a subdivision provide the necessary oversight to
ensure compliance with all by-laws and regulations.
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2.
Privatized approach
The developer is completely responsible for all inspections and must hire an engineering firm to document
every aspect of the project, provide stamped as-built drawings, and to provide stamped certifications that
the work was performed in complete compliance with the town subdivision regulations and the approved
plans.
Inspection shall be made and the project shall be certified in writing to the Planning Board by a
registered professional chosen by the applicant, who shall certify that all work was done in accordance
with the approved subdivision plans, except as noted, and shall provide a detailed list and plan of
changes between the approved plan and what was built. An engineer or engineer’s agent shall be on
site during the entire construction process to ensure compliance with the design.

3.
Hybrid approach
The developer is responsible for inspections and must hire an engineer for inspections and as-built
drawings. The town or its agent still inspects the site periodically at specified inspection points (e.g.,
connections to public utilities and driveway curb cuts) and approves that work. The town/city can charge the
full cost of providing this service.}
Regardless of who is responsible for inspections, the developer remains responsible for overall design and
construction and ensuring a project is in compliance with the plans and the subdivision regulations.
Inspections and certifications in no way relieve the developer, contractor or project engineer of
responsibility in insuring that all materials and all construction meet all standards as stated in these
Rules and Regulations.

7 . Warranty P eriod
A municipality can require that the developer warranty all work for a set period (typically one year) after the
completion of construction. Massachusetts enabling legislation does not specifically authorize a warranty
period, which makes some communities reluctant to impose one. Other communities feel that this is a
reasonable requirement and as such is consistent with the intent of the Massachusetts subdivision control
law. Any warranty requirements should be clearly spelled out in a community’s subdivision regulations.
The Planning Board shall hold all lot covenants, or at least twenty (20%) percent of the original
approved cost estimate or fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), whichever is greater until one-year after
the completion of all pavement, drainage facilities, and landscaping to ensure the success of those
features. Only at the successful completion of this one-year warranty shall these covenants or funds be
released. The required subdivision improvements are not considered complete, in accordance with the
state subdivision control law, until this warranty period is complete and it has been documented that the
improvements are well enough constructed to last this warranty period.
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8 . P erformance G uarantees
Performance guarantees are legal devices used to ensure that neither the municipality nor innocent
purchasers will be liable if a subdivision developer defaults or goes bankrupt. A subset of performance
guarantees, financial performance guarantees, assures that there will be money available to build required
improvements if the developer defaults or goes bankrupt. Local governments require financial guarantees
because they are concerned about the solvency of developers, their willingness to install all the required
improvements, and their willingness to repair improvements that are found to be faulty after they are
inspected and accepted.
Performance guarantees are often the best and ONLY way to ensure that a project gets built as permitted
and buyers do not have to pay for failed projects. Poorly done, performance guarantees can be worthless
and provide very little protection. Well done, they can guarantee good work. The problem, of course, is that
developers typically fail during bad economic times when banks and insurance companies may be failing
or disinclined to pay off. Under current state law (the zoning reform act would change this, if it passes),
it is up to the developer, not the community, to decide what kind of performance guarantee is used. The
community, however, is allowed to establish the rules by which a performance guarantee is used and set
a minimum standard for each guarantee type. Cash escrows, three-party lender agreements, and letters
of credit are the easiest to use for municipalities and the least likely to default on their obligations. Many
communities report the greatest problems with the use of surety bonds.
Communities always need to add a margin of safety to the principal of any financial performance guarantee
to cover legal work, contingency, and inflation. The cost of work should always be figured based on
municipal costs (oversight, procurement costs, and state prevailing wages) not the private sector’s price,
because if the municipality takes over a project they will have to hire a contractor as a public works project.
As a result, municipal construction costs, but not engineering costs, are significantly higher than private
costs. (Public works projects are subject to competitive bidding and prevailing wages but engineering is
exempt from any bidding requirements.)
One of the most important issues is to make sure that the agency which guarantees a project will pay when
the problems happen. The guarantee should specify documentation that is needed for the government to
collect the principal, such as a certification by the local government that the developer has not completed
the improvements on time or to a satisfactory standard. The government’s responsibility should consist only
of presenting the proper documentation. It should not have to prove that the developer has not performed
adequately!
If a municipality writes strong performance guarantee language in their regulations and enforces it during
the permitting process, they should be ready regardless of what happens during subdivision construction.
Even if there is not enough money to finish a project, every step a municipality takes reduces the risk to
innocent third parties. When a municipality spends a financial performance guarantee that they hold, they
will generally only go as far in completing the project as their funds cover. Marlborough Savings Bank v.
Marlborough (45 Mass App. Ct. 250, 1998) held that a town only needs to complete the work covered by
the performance guarantee and they have no obligation to complete the project beyond the point that the
funds they hold will cover.
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Guarantee Type

Function

Bonds




Benefits

Problems

From surety company
Surety can complete work or
pay off
Must prove work was not
completed



Municipal
experience






Difficult to collect
Worthless if expires (rare)
Worthless if surety fails
Can be expensive




Easy to collect
Minimal burden






From bank, savings & loan, or
credit union
Paid off when there is a claim

Worthless if expires
Worthless if surety fails

Three-Party
Agreement




Financial institution
Bills paid as work approved





Easy to collect
Minimal burden
No expiration



Funds may not cover increased
or new costs

Cash Escrow



Cash held by escrow agent or
municipality



Easy to collect




Very expensive
Whose funds

Covenant



Lots not sold until work
complete



No purchaser
hurt



Project can sit uncompleted



Letters of Credit



Before endorsement of the Planning Board’s approval of a Definitive Plan of a subdivision, the applicant shall agree to
complete the required subdivision improvements for all lots in the subdivision, such construction and installation to be secured
in accordance with Section 81U of the Subdivision Control Law by one, or in part by the other, of the following methods which
may from time to time be varied with the applicant:
Approval with Financial Performance Guarantees (Surety Bonds, Money, Three Party Lender Agreement, or Letters of Credit).
The applicant shall either file a surety company performance bond or provide a deposit of money or negotiable securities,
including letters of credit, in an amount determined by the Planning Board in consultation with their advisers to be sufficient
to cover the cost of all or any part of the improvements specified in these regulations at State “prevailing wage rates” not
covered by a covenant under “b” below, and to cover the costs of inspections, record plans, street acceptance plans, and
legal work, and a 20% contingency/inflation factor. Warranty principal shall be not less than 15% of the estimated cost of those
components of the entire project which shall be dedicated for public use and shall cover workmanship and materials.
If financial performance guarantees are used, at least two lots in a subdivision which can be built on must be covered by a
covenant (under paragraph b below) to insure that all work, including legal work, is completed.
Letters of Credit, three-party agreement for lender retention of funds, surety bonds and other financial performance guarantees
must be drafted so that the only requirement that must be met for the Planning Board to draw on the letter is to notify the
financial institution (grantor) that “We have incurred liability by reason of the failure of the applicant/developer/owner, within
ninety days of the expiration of this letter, to complete the construction of their project (insert name of subdivision and plans) in
accordance with the definitive subdivision plans and submittal, the subdivision approval, the Zoning, and the Subdivision Rules
and Regulations. The amount drawn, which may be more than required to complete the project, will be held in a segregated
bank account until the work can be bid competitively and the bid awarded and paid for or until the contract for the work is
otherwise let and the work paid for. Any excess over the cost of completing the work will be returned to the grantor.”
Such bond, deposit of money or negotiable securities, shall be approved as to form, the surety or financial institution, and
manner of execution by the Planning Board.
For any surety bond, 1) the surety must agreed that any litigation stemming out of the bond will take place in Massachusetts,
2) the bond must include the name and address of the person to be served for any legal action, 3) The bond must specifically
include the terms above, and 4) No expiration date may be allowed in the bond (the bond must be valid until the work is
complete) and the warranty performance period has been completed..
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Completion Time Schedule.
The Performance Guarantee, whether by bond, deposit of money, letter of credit, or covenant, as previously described herein,
shall be contingent upon the completion of such improvements, and the one year warranty as required in these Rules and
Regulations within a maximum period of three (3) years of the date of such bond, deposit of money, or covenant. There shall
be at least a three (3) month period between the completion date of all improvements and one year warranty period and the
expiration date of any bond, deposit of money, or letter of credit. Said three (3) month period shall give the Planning Board
the opportunity to collect the financial performance guarantee so that it will be able to complete the necessary improvements
in case (a) the developer is unable to do so; and/or (b) the Planning Board denies any requests for an extension of time.
“Warranty” shall include all workmanship and materials.
Upon written request from the applicant, the Planning Board may, at its discretion, grant an extension of time, and such
agreement shall be executed and affixed to the financial performance guarantee or covenant.
In the case of a surety company bond, such an agreement for an extension shall not be effective until the surety delivers to the
Planning Board a written statement that the surety agrees to the proposed alteration of the completion schedule and that such
alteration shall not relieve or affect the liability of the surety company.
Failure to complete all improvements as required by these Rules and Regulations within the time allotted shall cause
the Planning Board (a) to draw upon the performance guarantee (surety bond, deposit of money, letter of credit) in order
to complete said improvements; and/or (b) schedule a Public Hearing in order to rescind approval of the subdivision in
accordance with appropriate sections of M.G.L. Chapter 41, Section 81.
Financial Performance Guarantee.
The amount of such a bond, or deposit of money, or letter of credit or three-party agreement for lender fund retention,
held may, from time to time, be reduced by the Planning Board. The applicant shall present to the Planning Board a list of
all construction items performed and/or completed, said list to be based on the subdivision approval, and the subdivision
regulations in their entirety. The amount to be reduced by the Planning Board, after consultation with their agents and
advisers, shall be based upon State prevailing wage construction costs at the time the application for reduction is made. The
Planning Board shall withhold adequate funds to complete the project, but shall withhold no less than twenty (20%) percent of
the original approved cost estimate or fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), whichever is greater. At the completion of the project
(based on a written acceptance from the Planning Board that the project has been completed) and a one-year warranty period,
the amount withheld shall be released.
Covenant.
The subdivider may request a Release of Conditions for lots where the required improvements have been completed for
that section of roadway beginning at any intersection with an accepted street and abutting lots up through the last lot to be
released. Lots may only be released if they abut the completed portion of the road. No partial release from the covenants
will be approved if the total length of roadway, including a temporary turnaround, abutting said designated lots, exceeds the
maximum allowable length for dead-end streets, unless the Planning Board has already approved within the limits of the
development a dead-end street exceeding said limits.
In the absence of financial performance guarantees, adequate covenants will be held to insure completion of the project,
including record plans, street acceptance plans, site inspections, and legal work. In addition, a covenant on two lots which
can be built on will be held until all work in the subdivision, including the signing of all necessary legal documents, has been
completed.
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9 . F inal S ubdivision C loseout
The Planning Board must be especially careful in closing out a project. Once the Planning Board has
accepted a project, it may be difficult or impossible to require a developer to make any future changes. The
Planning Board has three primary tools to ensure that a project is completed correctly:
1. Do not release performance guarantees until all work has been completed properly, private utility
companies have indicated that they do not have any problems with their utilities, and all warranty
periods have successfully been completed (see discussion under performance guarantees. The
reference to street acceptance plans and as-built plans as required improvements (model language
below) serves to tie these required plans into the state Subdivision Control Law that requires Planning
Board’s to release performance guarantees once all improvements have been made.
2. Do not issue building permits or building occupancy permits until the project has been completed or,
more commonly, the community holds adequate performance guarantees to ensure that the project will
be completed correctly.
3. Do not accept any streets, in a town that accepts streets, until the project has been successfully
completed.
The Planning Board will issue a final certificate of compliance
only when they find that:
The subdivision has been completed correctly, including all
subdivision facilities shown on approved subdivision plans or
required by the subdivision regulations.
The entire area is cleaned up within thirty (30) days of completed construction and prior to the completion of the subdivision so
as to leave a neat and orderly appearance free from debris and
other objectionable materials.
All catch basins and detention ponds are properly cleaned out.
Record Plans and Street Acceptance Plans, which are part of
the required improvements, are completed in accordance with
these Regulations.
No requests for streets acceptance will be acted upon and
no final performance guarantees will be released until this
certificate has been issued. The issuance of a certificate is
NOT a representation by the town that the project has been
successfully completed, but strictly represents that final releases
will be issued. The Planning Board will require all inspection
reports and certifications to be provided by the developer,
including letters from all private utilities indicating that they have
no objections to the project being considered complete, before
issuing the certificate.

10.

It is important for municipalities to maintain
possession of the final certificate of compliance until
all construction and clean up is completed.

F ees

Fees must reflect only true costs to a community. While a town cannot make money on fees, the fees can
cover every direct and indirect cost the town has, including town clerk’s time, public works review time,
advertising costs, current or future consultant’s time to update the town’s assessors’ maps to reflect new
property boundaries, and any review costs not paid directly by the project proponent.
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Communities have many different theories as to how much to charge for fees. Some communities want
low fees to encourage development, to avoid excessive costs, or to keep fees in line with surrounding
communities. Many communities do not consider these costs because they are lumpy: perhaps the town
only updates their maps periodically, or does pen updates to existing maps regularly and hires a consultant
for a larger overhaul. Simply updating the Assessors maps to reflect a change in lot lines probably will
cost the town in excess of $100 to $200. This cost can be even higher if the town is not maintaining georeferenced digital assessors data.
Fees can be structured to encourage the type of project that a municipality wants. You could consider
lower fees for shorter roads, for cluster projects, for permanent open space, for affordable housing, or for
whatever the local need is. The fee bonuses/waivers are generally are not enough to have a great effect on
a project, but they can have a small effect and they certainly send a developer a very clear message.
Preliminary plans are not required for residential projects. To strongly encourage them, which allows for
an opportunity between the Planning Board and a developer, the fee for doing a subdivision without a
preliminary plan should be substantially higher then the normal fee for a definitive plus preliminary plan.
Some communities have a low fee for one or two lot projects. If definitive fees are based on number of
units or road length, that will provide the same result. If the definitive fee is a minimum cost, however, this
provides a good escape for small projects.
Fees shown in the sample may not be appropriate for a given town.
Preliminary Subdivision Plan: $500.00 plus $75.00 per unit.
Definitive Subdivision Plan: The greater of $3,000.00 OR $8.00 per linear foot of proposed roadway OR $250 per dwelling
unit.
Definitive Plan if no Preliminary Plan:
Amendment to Definitive Plan:
Construction Inspection Fees: [See discussion on page 38]
The Inspection Fee in effect during construction, which is subject to change by the Planning Board, shall apply. Current
Inspection Fee: _____/ hour or ______ per day for every day that construction is taking place. If no construction is to take
place on a particular day, the developer shall notify the inspector at least one day in advance, otherwise the Planning Board
shall assume that an inspection is necessary and shall so charge the developer. Said fee shall be paid monthly and shall be
received by the Planning Board no later than the last day of every month for any month during which construction took place.
Lot Covenant or Performance Guarantee Release: $100 per request
Record Plans: $250
Street Acceptance Fee: $250.
ANR Plan/Form A: $150.00 plus $50.00 for each newly created lot
Street Signs: $100
Inspections:
Review Fee: If the Planning Board determines that it requires technical advice to review a subdivision application unavailable
from board members or staff, the Board may, by majority vote, require that the applicant pay a reasonable review fee for the
employment of outside consultants chosen by the Planning Board alone.

Alternative:
Inspection Costs. The Developer shall be responsible for the cost of all supervision, inspection, grades and levels, etc.,
pertaining to the subdivision, which are formed or supplied by the Town, its engineers or representatives. No subdivision bond
or covenant shall be released until all such expenses have been paid to the satisfaction of the Board of Selectman.
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NOTE
In order to reduce the length and complexity of the many topics included in this document, the
Highland Communities Initiative edited the model language significantly. If you would like full
copies of the model language or other models, please contact us.

A program of The Trustees of Reservations, the Highland Communities Initiative is a group
of neighbors and volunteers working to enhance the quality of life and rural character of our
communities. HCI connects people and provides them with the information and support they
need to preserve the special natural and cultural landscapes of the Highlands region. To find
out more, please visit us at www.highlandcommunities.org
HIGHLAND COMMUNITIES INITIATIVE

132 Main Street
P.O. Box 253
Haydenville, MA 01039
TEL (413) 268-8219
FAX (413) 268-7363
www.highlandcommunities.org
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